LETTERS, WE WANT STACKS AND STACKS OF LETTERS, DEAR EDITOR.......

To believe in freedom of the press we must also believe and uphold the right of the reader to assert and express his views on the reading material presented to him. We believe we must answer to the readers for our actions and that we must conform to their wishes. We do not expect nor do we aspire to please everyone, for that is impossible, but we must please the majority, we must give them the material they want in a manner which pleases the most.

Everyone seems to have an opinion on how the Carbon should be written and what it should contain. This interest pleases us for it shows we're reaching reaching the readers. But we have heard so many different views we are not sure in which direction most of our readers want us to travel. It's up to you the readers. Is the Carbon too newsy or not newsy enough? Is it too funny or too dry? Should it continue or is it just a waste? To help you come to your own opinion and thereby let us know what you think we will clear up three vital points first.

1) What is the Carbon? (2) Why did it come into existence? (3) What is its purpose today?

1) "The Carbon is an informal weekly news-sheet published under auspices of the Student Board" (taken from page 11 of the Student Handbook)

2) The Carbon was begun to keep the students informed on coming events.

3) Today the Carbon is the voice of our elected government keeping the student body up to date on Board actions and other events not covered in the Phoenix.

When all is considered then, it would seem that our primary duty is to keep our readers informed. No one will dispute that, but the question arises: how should one go about doing this? We feel straight news will drive away readers while on the other hand light humor, in an informal way, will stimulate interest. This has been the policy of the Carbon in past years and thus far this year we have tried to follow this policy. Lately there has been so much verbal criticism of this policy that we feel maybe the students want some other type of reporting. If so, or if not so, please let us know. We must have tangible evidence on the feeling most of the students have on this question.

Below is space for a letter to the Carbon expressing your opinion. What we want and need is honest criticism, favorable or unfavorable. Remember the view expressed by the majority will be followed by the Carbon in the future. Speak now or forever hold your peace. Leave the letter in the Box in the Perk or hand it to one of your EDITORS.

I THINK THE CARBON
STUDENTS OF SOCIOLOGICAL AND ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDIES WILL HOLD CLASS TONIGHT!
CLASS BEGINS AT 8:30 and lasts till 11:30 IN THE KNIGHTS CLUB

What is it in man that makes him want to resort back to his primitive state? Tonight students interested in the unusual trait in man will converge on the Knight's Club to watch a living example of this return to primiveness. They will observe people, normal people, running around in mere rags, in shoeless feet and speaking a ancient backward language which only resembles the Queens English very remotely. Yet they will discover that these persons are having fun from these absurd actions. They will see the female of the species acting quite bold and quite aggressive. They will note the women paying the way in and buying refreshments and the like. All of the above mentioned of course against everything civilized we know.

If you are not a student interested in this unusual evening then mayhaps you will want to be one of the persons who will let his backward nature take over. Regardless of which you are the Senior Class invites you to attend the Sadie Hawkins Dance tonight. It's girls treat boys night and the admission is 1.50, a couple. If you come be prepared to hear stuff like...Y'ALL COME, Y'ALL COME

* * * * * * * * * *

FOR THOSE CONCERNED........
The management of the Cafeteria respectfully requests that the students refrain from bringing their books & other gear to the dining hall, monopolizing tables or cluttering the floor with same. Your Lockers are available for this purpose.

The parlors in Clare Hall are for the use of residents' visitors. Students please use the lounges provided for your lounging.

* * * * * * * * * *

LAST CALL........
For students interested in the Red Cross home nursing course, If you are interested contact Kathy Diener or Daphne Magerman.

For persons interested in the Debate Team, check the bulletin for important information concerning your first meeting.

* * * * * * * * * *

NEW COURSES OFFERED NEXT SEMESTER..........
Elementary Finger Painting I
Cicero, the Alcoholic
Divorce & Broken homes II
*Survey of Northern Antartic Lit. (18th cen.)
Shakespeare: Where He Danced
Co-Educational Canoeing
Dissection of Cattle Spleens III & IV
Social Wrestling
History of Modern European Night Clubs
Study of practical effects of electricity on the Human Body (lectures and labs)
* non-credit course to Penguins, Polar Bears and Admiral Byrd

BOOST THE BOOSTERS AND YOU WILL BE BOOSTING THE KNIGHTS
Our Boosters Club held its first election on October 27 with the result being: General chairman, Mike Sifferlin; Secretary is Dan Dormer and Treasurer is Jerry Molloy. They have been very busy these last few weeks trying to from their working plans for the coming season. To give you an example of some of the good things the Boosters are planning here are only a few: Pep Assemblies, bonfires, dances after the games, home-coming activities and even joy rides to the different away games not to mention the thrill, fun and excitement of a Boosters Cheer block.

Needless to say all of the student body should be interested in the Boosters Club and of course in the team this year. This year when the Knights should come through with a winning season. Remember, the Boosters are what you want it to be. Back the Boosters & YOU BACK THE KNIGHTS

Plan now to attend The season starts November 23 in the Richmond Journey!

GO KNIGHTS